Introduction
[2] As discussed by Saur et al. [2006] , field-aligned beams of energetic electrons associated with auroral processes are ubiquitous among the magnetized planets where appropriate measurements have been possible (Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn). In particular, electrons often appear to have been accelerated between the spacecraft location and the ionosphere, traveling upward along the magnetic field and consistent with generation within or close to the atmospheric loss cone. Similar electron events at Jupiter have been discussed in considerable detail by Mauk and Saur [2007] . These upward going electron beams, as we refer to them, are not peaked at a specific energy the way downward directed auroral electrons typically are, but rather follow a power law in energy, from the lower threshold of the measurement to hundreds of keV. These electrons may be either unidirectional upward, or bidirectional. Also as discussed by Saur et al. [2006] , events such as these were first observed at Earth [e.g., Klumpar, 1990; Carlson et al., 1998] , and mechanisms for their generation were proposed by Carlson et al. [1998] , Klumpar [1990] , Marklund et al. [2001] , and Ergun et al. [1998] . The FAST satellite measurements described by Carlson et al. [1998] showed a close correspondence between upward going energetic electron beams, upward going ion conics, and enhanced broadband electromagnetic noise power. The authors showed that all of these phenomena were located within a region of downward field aligned current in the auroral zone Birkeland current system. At Jupiter, Mauk and Saur [2007] found that the beams mapped to regions of bright aurora, and so concluded that such bright regions, generally accepted to be associated with upward field aligned current, must have regions of downward current intermixed.
[3] In this work, we describe observations very similar to those seen at Earth by Carlson et al. [1998] , but in the case of Saturn the particle energies are higher than those typical at Earth by a factor of up to 100. The composition of the ion conics confirms a likely ionospheric source for the accelerated ions. We describe two classes of field-aligned events. The first class is different from the observations at Jupiter, on the basis of their steady appearance over hours of observation time. These events are consistent with extensive, contiguous low-altitude acceleration, presumably in regions of downward field aligned current. A second class of events appears temporally pulsed, with a repetition rate on the order of 1 h.
Observations
[4] We will describe measurements of energetic ions and electrons from the magnetospheric imaging instrument (MIMI) ion and neutral camera (INCA), the low-energy magnetospheric measurement system (LEMMS), and the charge, energy and mass sensor (CHEMS); energetic neutral atoms from INCA; magnetic fields from the fluxgate magnetometer (MAG); and plasma waves from the radio and plasma wave science instrument (RPWS). Descriptions of these instruments are given by Krimigis et al. [2004] , Dougherty et al. [2004] , and Gurnett et al. [2004] . Because INCA and LEMMS fields of view are nearly orthogonal, and the LEMMS angular cone very limited, it is unusual to have the opportunity to measure field-aligned energetic electrons with LEMMS for the same event that we measure field-aligned ions with INCA. Observations of pitch angle distributions require both a spacecraft roll and a favorable magnetic field orientation.
[5] The first period we wish to highlight is on day 288 of 2006. Cassini was at 28.3 R S , 42°north latitude, L dipole $51, and 2220 local time. During the hours 1900 to 2400 UT the spacecraft was rolling about an axis chosen for fields and particles measurements, which for the measured field orientation allowed both the LEMMS and INCA sensors to sample nearly complete pitch angle distributions of energetic ions and electrons. In Figure 1 (top) we display 100 keV electron counting rates from each end of the double-ended LEMMS telescope. Although LEMMS measures electrons over all pitch angles (except between $75°to 105°), the only elevated fluxes appear when near 0°pitch angles are sampled. An electron spectrogram (Figure 1, middle) shows that the energy of these field aligned electrons routinely extends to >100 keV, sometimes reaching nearly 1 MeV. Note also that except when the sensor can view near 0°pitch angle, the intensities are at detector background. In Figure 1 (bottom), we show details of the pitch angle distribution and the energy flux for the highest observed electron beam at 2200 UT. Since the LEMMS conical collimator has a half-angle of 7.5°, the $10°apparent width of the electron beam is in fact <3°. The measured field strength was $4.1 nT. Using 2.5°as the beam angle, the mirror field for these particles would be $1500 nT, corresponding to an altitude under 3 R S . Given that the beam intensity is still rising with decreasing nominal pitch angle (at the center of the LEMMS cone) when it reaches its minimum value of $4.5°, the angular distribution within the 2.5°wide beam is still strongly peaked toward zero degrees; thus the acceleration altitude is likely much closer to 1 R S . The electron energy flux in the beam is nearly flat out to $600 keV, indicating a process in the source region capable of accelerating electrons to at that energy.
[6] Figure 2 shows energetic ion data from the INCA sensor for two widely separated energy channels for energetic protons. In this event, INCA was in its ion mode, so the collimator plates are turned off and INCA measures ions between $10 keV/nucleon and 200 keV/nucleon. As the spacecraft executes its roll, the pitch angle contours move through successive 90°Â 120°angular windows. When pitch angles near 0°enter the INCA FOV, a proton enhancement appears parallel to the field spanning energies from 30 keV to 200 keV, with roughly comparable intensity throughout that range. Simultaneously sampled oxygen channels covering 60 keV to 500 keV total energy showed no sign of this beam. Note throughout this paper that the INCA sensor capability for mass discrimination is limited. Hydrogen and oxygen are well separated, but any ''light'' element (H, H 2 , H 3 , He) will be classified as H, any heavy element (O, N, C, OH, H 2 O) as oxygen. We will generally refer to the light elements as H or protons, the heavier elements as oxygen, since we believe on the basis of published results from the CAPS and MIMI CHEMS [Krimigis et al., 2004] instruments that these are the most likely candidates.
[7] The second period we discuss is 0700-1100 UT on day 269, 2006. The spacecraft was outbound at dusk, moving from 8 to 10 R S , and from 11 < L < 15. In this case, the spacecraft attitude was fixed such that INCA (which was in neutral mode, and so only sensitive to ions with energies above the collimator ion rejection cutoff of roughly 150 keV) could sample field aligned ions, whereas LEMMS could not sample field aligned electrons.
[8] In Figure 3 we present the data from this event. The first panel shows electrons with energies between 200 keV and 1 MeV. LEMMS is oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field, so the pulsed enhancements are all at 90°pitch angle (not beams). Below that hydrogen intensities measured by INCA are shown. The intensities rise at 0730 UT as a spacecraft maneuver moves the Sun out of the INCA field of view, and the INCA voltages are turned up. Four times over the next 3 h the INCA high-energy proton intensities rise (lower energy protons are electrostatically excluded by the ion rejection plates). Below each proton intensification, angleangle plots of the highest-energy channel are displayed. In each case, a distinctly (upward) field-aligned intensification is evident. Below this plot, the magnetic field angles and magnitude appear. The field angles exhibit abrupt changes by $2°to 3°, then return to their prepulse values. This behavior is consistent with the repeated passage of field aligned current structures. The fourth panel in Figure 3 shows broadband electromagnetic wave enhancements, again well correlated with the field aligned currents, upward ion beams, and electron enhancements. Most of the wave energy in these broadband bursts lies below the electron cyclotron frequency f ce signified by the white trace and is electromagnetic, propagating in the whistler mode. A wave normal analysis of these data shows the Poynting flux to be upward directed; this would be characteristic of the driving electrons also moving upward, indicative of a downward directed field aligned current. The whistler mode cannot propagate above f ce , however, so the emissions above f ce in this example cannot be whistler modes. In fact, no magnetic component is measured above the cyclotron frequency, suggesting an electrostatic mode.
[9] In this event, we can verify the existence of fieldaligned ions, but we have no direct measurement of fieldaligned electrons. However, a survey of all of the mission data to date reveals many instances where there is correspondence between electron and ion beams, in similar regions of space (high latitude, relatively low altitude, L > 10). In this case, we suggest that the (very weak) electron enhancements, whose timing is slightly later than the onset of the ion beams, are backscattered from field irregularities much farther out the flux tube, from electron beams similar to those described in Figure 1 .
[10] In the data presented to this point, ion conics have not been obvious. Whereas conics created at low altitudes will appear as beams in weak, high-altitude magnetic fields, until very recently in the mission we have not had many opportunities to measure the ion angular distributions at lower alti- tude where their conic nature can be more easily measured. In Figure 4 , we present data from day 269, 2008 between 1330 and 1540 UT, when Cassini was at 7 to 8 Rs altitude, between 60 and 70 degrees south latitude, at 37 < L dipole < 52. The magnetic field strength ranged from 110 to 80 nT. The ion angular distributions obtained over the course of each spacecraft roll show very clear conic structures, especially at energies above 100 keV (where the intensity peaks at about 155°t o 160°pitch angle, which for this L and altitude corresponds to a 3.3 to 3.75 Rs mirror altitude). They are unidirectional upward, and appear primarily in hydrogen; oxygen is present in this event (as it is in a small fraction of these events) at intensities approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower than hydrogen at equal total energy. While the proton conics are strictly antiplanetward, the electron beam is bidirectional and field aligned. Given that these observations are made in $100 nT magnetic field, it is not reasonable to assume that a mirror point is to be found on anything but a closed field line. The electrons, then, show that despite the large L dipole value this is a topologically closed field line, with foot points in both southern (below the spacecraft) and northern (opposite hemisphere) ionospheres.
[11] On day 291, 2008, Cassini was outbound near midnight, at about À64°latitude and 5 Rs, when INCA measured one of the most intense upward ion beams seen in the mission to date ( Figure 5 ). Although we show only one energy band, this beam like others in this paper extends in energy from less than 10 keV to over 200 keV. The beam appears and disappears twice, a characteristic of a subset of these events, which we have referred to as pulsed events. The beam intensity was higher than the typical ion intensities found near the equatorial plane, but as in most of the other such beams contained no signature in oxygen. In this case, at the time of its second pulse the angle of the beam in spacecraft coordinates allowed it to enter one of the three CHEMS sensor telescopes, so we were able to determine its composition and charge state. In Figure 6 (top), we show data that represents the composition found in the magnetospheric plasma just prior to the appearance of the beam at the CHEMS sensor, which, because of its position on the spacecraft and the spacecraft attitude, only detects the beam at its second appearance between 0853 and 0900 UT. This data is taken from the full energy sweep of the CHEMS electrostatic analyzer, which covers the range 3 keV/q < E/q < 230 keV/q. The composition and charge states are typical of the energetic magnetospheric plasma, with protons and oxygen dominating, and significant H 2 + , He + and He ++ included. In Figure 6 (bottom), He and O are only present in trace quantities, and the beam is dominated by protons and H 3 + , typical of ionospheric composition.
[12] Next we investigate an event on day 284, 2006 , that unlike the one on day 269, 2006, but similar to that on day 269, 2008, remains steady over periods of an hour or more, and continues to reappear for over 7 h. Figure 7 shows the ion beams associated with this event. Again, as in most events, there is no evidence for heavier ions (e.g., oxygen or water products) in these beams. They are consistent with hydrogen, or possibly H 2 or H 3 . As before, they appear as field aligned, upward moving beams.
[13] Just prior to the event shown in Figure 7 , INCA was in neutral imaging mode, and at relatively high (southern) latitude (À34°) and low altitude (9.3 R S ). From this vantage, a localized region of strong ENA emission appears just below the south polar cap. The image in Figure 8a shows this emission, which like the proton beams has no corresponding emission in oxygen. In Figure 8b when INCA returned to ENA imaging mode after the ion measurements shown in Figure 7 , this locus of bright hydrogen emission from the south polar region once again appears, again absent in oxygen. In both Figures 8a and 8b , the usual emission from the ring current beyond the outer edge of the E ring can be seen (cut off by the edges of the INCA FOV). We suggest that the hydrogen emission is generated as protons are accelerated at low altitude above the auroral zone by wave particle interaction, generating ion conics (the same mechanism invoked by Carlson et al. [1998] ). INCA images this emission intermittently, but only when Cassini is located at latitudes consistent with the pitch angles of the protons as they charge exchange in Saturn's exospheric hydrogen and convert to neutral atoms. The emission is sufficiently weak and localized that we can only detect it when Cassini is at relatively low altitude, as in these cases.
Discussion
[14] The events presented in Figures 1 -7 are similar in most respects with the events analyzed by Carlson et al.
[1998], which they attributed to perpendicular wave-particle acceleration and electrostatic confinement of ions and upward field aligned acceleration of electrons in downward field-aligned auroral currents. The whistler mode emissions shown are consistent with VLF saucers found in the FAST observations in downward field aligned current regimes even though the Cassini observations to date do not have sufficient resolution to show the characteristic saucer-shaped dynamic spectrum. Although the magnetic field strength in the auroral zone is similar for Earth and Saturn, the distance scale as Figure 4 . Antiplanetward field-aligned ion conic and bidirectional electron beam. Scale for the ion intensities is identical for all energies except for first and sixth rows. Ion conics are clearly indicated at higher energies by the intensity depression about the field direction (180°pitch angle). Energetic electrons are clearly bidirectional field aligned beams, with about a factor of 100 variation in intensity with pitch angle. measured by planetary radius at Saturn is roughly 10 times that of Earth. The magnitude of the total potential drop along an auroral field line apparently depends on something like the square of the distance scale, as the observed peak energies of the accelerated ions and electrons produced by this mechanism are roughly 100 times higher at Saturn than at Earth. At Earth, the upgoing electron beams have a broad peak in energy flux with an upper limit in the vicinity of 5 keV, at Saturn that upper limit is as high as >500 keV. At Earth, the ion conics have peak energies around 100 eV to 2 keV, at Saturn the ion beams and conics have peak energies from 20 to >200 keV. And while the electron differential energy flux in the events studied by Carlson et al. [1998] is an order of magnitude higher than that in the events at Saturn (consistent with higher electron densities in the events at Earth), the total energy flux integrated over energy for the electron beams at Saturn exceeds that at Earth by about one order of magnitude.
[15] A suggestion for understanding the apparent dependence on distance scale might be the scale of the magnetosphere as characterized by the standoff distance of the magnetopause, which for Saturn relative to Earth is about a factor of 20. With the similar values of the magnetic field at the surface and at the equatorial plane for a given L value, the mapping of potential structures driven by convective motion in the equatorial plane at Saturn will be similar to Earth (although the latitude or L value at which the magnetopause boundary maps to the ionosphere is generally higher at Saturn). The convective velocities are likely to be similar at both planets (ranging from solar wind velocities to corotational velocities, and down to much weaker radial velocities of 10 or less km/s in the inner and middle magnetosphere), and the resulting electric field magnitudes in the equatorial plane will be similar to those at Earth. If the scale size of a convected structure scales with the size of the system, then the total potential drop across such a structure (a KelvinHelmholtz eddy, a reconnection flow at the magnetopause or in the tail, a flux tube interchange motion) will also scale as the flux tube cross-sectional area, or roughly as the ratio of the standoff distance squared. This would yield a factor of 400 rather than the factor of $100 observed in the energy of the particles, but the additional factor of 4 could easily be accommodated in considering the differences in the magnetic field strength at the two planets, the differences in the magnitudes of the shear flows that generate the electric fields, the differences in the coupling with the ionosphere, etc.
[16] Because the MIMI instrument depends on spacecraft attitude for pitch angle coverage with the LEMMS sensor, and because only the INCA sensor has sufficient sensitivity to measure the associated energetic ion beams and conics (the background intensities in the LEMMS ion solid state detectors are too high in all but the most intense events), it is somewhat unusual that both populations can be measured during the same event. The LEMMS telescopes are mounted perpendicular to the INCA sensor, so they view different positions in the sky at all times. Auroral particle events for which we have measurements of both species are either like that in Figures 1 and 2 , where the spacecraft attitude varies so as to alternately place field-aligned particles in LEMMS and INCA, or like that in Figure 3 , where LEMMS does not measure the field-aligned electrons, but rather electrons that are apparently scattered out of the primary electron beam into larger pitch angles. The latter, being weak and more difficult to identify, are less likely to be recognized as auroral events.
[17] These complications in the identification of auroral particle events make a statistical analysis of their frequency of occurrence difficult. Nevertheless, we have been able to draw some general observations regarding their locations.
[18] 1. Neither the ion nor the electron beams have been observed for L dipole < 9. Whether this lower limit in L is because the isotropic ion intensities exceed the beam and conic intensities, or the beams and conics are truly absent, remains to be determined.
[19] 2. The electron beams may be either unidirectional upward, or bidirectional (as in the work by Saur et al. [2006] ), even for large L (as in Figure 4 ). The existence of the ion conics and electron beams at large L suggests active auroral processes at those locations. Given that some of these events (such as that shown in Figure 4 ) are accompanied by bidirectional electrons, we conclude that this subset at least remain on topologically closed magnetic fields. We have never observed a unidirectional downward electron beam, nor have we observed an electron conic that was identifiable with this class of events (if, as we conclude, these are similar to the events at Earth, electron conics are not anticipated).
[20] 3. The ion beams and conics are exclusively upward.
[21] To date, these observations have taken place at altitudes of $5 R S and higher. The altitude at which the particles are accelerated is likely to be much closer to the ionosphere, as the reason for the development of the field aligned Figure 7 . Long-duration field-aligned ion event. Peak field-aligned intensity is mostly above 50 keV and often absent below 20 keV. This event continued, waxing and waning, for at least 9 h as Cassini's inbound orbit remained within 13 < L < 14. Figure 7 . The orbits of Dione, Rhea, and Titan are included as a reference. Axes corresponding to a fixed solar frame are shown in white (Z parallel to Saturn's spin axis, X in the spin axis/Sun plane, pointed generally sunward, and Y completing the system). The violet axes also have Z aligned with the spin axis, but they rotate with the SLS3 coordinate system [Kurth et al., 2008] . potentials responsible for the acceleration of the electron beams is that the magnetospheric circuit is demanding current through what would otherwise be a vacuum region. The ionospheric electrons are the only large reservoir available, but they cannot supply the current without an accompanying ion population that can maintain charge quasi-neutrality, and the ionospheric ions are cold and gravitationally bound. In the model discussed by many of the investigators of similar events at Earth [e.g., Ergun et al., 1998; Carlson et al., 1998 ], a few ions at sufficiently high altitude are accelerated perpendicular to the field by the observed perpendicular stochastic electric field fluctuations and move upward along the field aided by the mirror force. A similar density of electrons can accompany those ions, and the electrostatic shock structure responsible for the field aligned potential energizes those electrons, until their motion can supply the current required by the system. Of course, that same structure confines the ion conics, so that the ions cannot escape their acceleration region until their parallel energy exceeds the parallel potential that confines them. This confinement of the ions by the field aligned potential while they are accelerated perpendicular to the field by the stochastic wavefield has been called the ''pressure cooker'' mechanism at Earth [Gorney et al., 1985] . As discussed by Carlson et al. [1998] , this results in a characteristic lower limit to the ion conic energy, and should also result in a larger cone opening angle with increasing energy. In Saturn's case, the low atmospheric and ionospheric scale heights presumably mean that the ion acceleration process takes place in regions of lower ion density than the equivalent regions at Earth; so higher potentials are required to provide enough current from the consequently lower density of electrons permitted by quasineutrality, hence the much higher energies developed in these populations for downward current, ''black auroral'' regions at Saturn. At the altitudes where most of the ion events have been measured, the conic opening angle is usually too narrow to resolve, but in the event shown in Figure 4 where it is resolved, the energy dependence of the ion conic opening angle does follow this trend.
[22] The fact that some of the events are pulsed (coming and going with a repetition period of roughly 1 h) while others are relatively steady may point to two somewhat different mechanisms (although the basic ''pressure cooker'' mechanism remains the same). In one case it may be very much like those at Earth, where relatively steady downward field aligned current structures continually accelerate particles for hours, while in the pulsed case, these emissions may be linked to the ubiquitous flux tube interchange that has been reported throughout the magnetosphere from roughly 6 < L < 12 [e.g., Hill et al., 2005; Burch et al., 2005; Leisner et al., 2005] .
[23] The ENA images of the ion conic generation region further confirm that the process is taking place relatively close to the auroral zone. The characteristic ENA emission from this region (Figures 8a and 8b ) cannot constrain the location precisely, because the instrument angular resolution is insufficient at the distances obtained to date, because the neutral emission decreases with altitude owing to decreasing Saturn exospheric gas density that serves as a charge exchange medium, and because as the conic angle collapses about the field with increasing altitude, the trajectories of any ENA produced would no longer intersect the spacecraft.
However, it is clear from these images that the light ions reach energies of at least 100 keV in a region not more than 1 R S above the surface (there is no indication of a heavy ion component, such as water products, methane or nitrogen in either the ion conics or the ENA emission).
Conclusions
[24] We have found strong evidence for ion conic and electron beam acceleration in Saturn's auroral zone, associated with downward field aligned electric currents (regions identified as black auroras at Earth, and almost always in close proximity to bright, upward current regions in the auroral zone).
[25] These come in two distinct types: the first are $1 h cadence pulsed events clearly associated with transient downward field aligned current structures and pulses of whistler mode noise. The second are relatively steady events, lasting an hour to several hours, also associated with whistler mode noise. The sense of the current associated with these steady events in those cases where we have been able to identify it is downward, and their characteristics are nearly identical to those found by various groups at Earth where a clear association with downward field aligned current regions is shown. Both types of events seem to occur at any location with L dipole > 9 or 10, up to at least L = 70. The region inside L = 10 is typically characterized by fairly intense nearly isotropic energetic ion and electron intensities, so the cutoff at about L = 10 may simply reflect masking of the ion events by the higher ambient particle populations, rather than cessation of the generation mechanism. A separate statistical study of their occurrence locations is under way, to identify any trends with local time or SLS3 longitude.
[26] While similar in most respects with the events identified with ''black'' aurora at Earth, the characteristic energies of the particles in the Saturnian version of these events is $100 times larger than those at Earth, and the energy flux is roughly 10 times higher at Saturn than at Earth.
[27] Given the range in L dipole over which these events are seen, and accepting both their identification with downward current associated with auroral processes and the tenet that downward current regions are likely to lie closely adjacent to upward current, bright aurora regions, we conclude that Saturn's auroral zone subtends a region from well equatorward of the open-closed field boundary to possibly somewhat poleward of that boundary (although events on demonstrably closed field lines are see for L dipole as large as 52).
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